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Current Release Notes - Quantrix Modeler 

Quantrix Modeler 19.2.0 

Improvements in Version 19.2.0 

Data Import performance is significantly improved for imports of large data sets (such as imports of 
more than several hundred thousand rows from a database), with regard to the creation of the initial 
import matrix, dragging fields that have many rows/columns, and dropping fields as Data Items (QM-
23357)  

Data Import includes new options for configuring the import matrix. Indicate how you want to handle 
the following item-related scenarios that can occur when you update (QM-9088): See Configure 
import matrix and Configure update options in Webhelp for more detail. 

Choose to have updated data added to a new item in the category you choose 

Choose how to handle items and cell data that no longer exist in the Update (remove or keep the 
items and data that aren't in the update; remove the data that isn't in the update but keep the 
items) 

Choose where to insert data in existing user (non-data import) categories (QM-22967) 

Data Import update lets you choose to put updated data in a new item in a History category, provided 
All Rows is not in use (QM-23226). A new History category is created, showing the data import icon, 
with a row of History items. 

Data Import now supports importing matrix or file data from the clipboard; the clipboard data source 
is a temporary data source, and the matrix created from a Clipboard import is an ordinary matrix 
(QM-23355)  See related known issue about special characters not being imported (QM-23372) 

Data Import for Text files includes the option to 'Fill empty values with prior non-empty value'. If you 
chose this option, it acts on both Items and data (QM-23220) 

Text-based data operations such as importing Delimited or Fixed Width text files or XML now include a 
Locale drop-down in order to support the scenario where you receive text files formatted in a different 
locale (QM-23002). See the help for Text File  and XML data sources. 

Data Import supports Replace or Append when All Rows is selected and you Update (QM-22964) 

Right-clicking on a Data Import Category includes an option to make the import category Read Only. 
While in Read Only mode, no user can modify it in any matrix in which it appears. Read Only ensures 
that the category is affected only by the import configuration. The Read Only status is saved with the 
model. You can change the setting at any time (QM-23273) 

To update a data import, users require only the Update permission, which is enabled by default (QM-
23340) 

Data Import indicates Primary Keys in data sources, and also supports Primary Key configuration and 
Primary Key labels (QM-22308)  

To correctly support Primary Keys, a matrix can have only one Primary Key: new DataPush 
configurations will use the configured primary key category if there is one on the matrix. Legacy 
models containing more than one primary key categories in a matrix will still work, but new DataPush 
configurations can have only one primary key in a matrix (QM-23399) 

Data Imports created before Data Import Primary Keys were supported (19.1.X models) need to be 
Updated using the toolbar button to Update in order for the primary key components such as Primary 
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Keys, Primary Key qualifiers and Primary Key categories, to be discovered and shown (QM-23337, 
QM-23363). 

Data Import supports Primary Keys made of multiple key columns (QM-23356)  NOTE: Models 
containing Primary Keys made of multiple key columns in 19.2.0 cannot be opened in previous 
versions of Modeler. 

Data Import supports Foreign Key assignment: you can assign a Foreign Key to the Primary Key in 
either a Data Import matrix or a non-Data Import matrix, from a Data Item Category's item (QM-
22963) 

Data Import now lets you choose a label from another field to be used for the primary key category, 
using Configure Dimension (QM-23308)  

Tools > Options (Preferences on Mac) has a new option to control whether an All Rows Category is 
created in the data import matrix and populated with the number of rows corresponding to the 
incoming data; if you deselect this option so it does not automatically create and fill the All Rows 
category, you can control it manually with each individual data import (QM-23389) 

An improved, more secure algorithm has been implemented in Quantrix that affects authentication 
such as is used in Data and Qloud operations (QM-23205).  Please note that although 19.2.0 can open 
and use 19.1.X models, models you save in 19.2.0, if subsequently opened in an earlier version of 
Modeler may require you to enter authorization information: similarly, certain data operations may 
display an error that is easily resolved by refreshing data via the update button on the toolbar. 

Modeler's design for security interfaces has been optimized and security algorithms upgraded (QM-
21974) 

An improved security algorithm is now being used for data operations that use columnstore data, and 
saved credentials (QM-23206) 

Significant Fixes in Version 19.2.0 

An exception in Dependency Inspector related to leaving the PC inactive for a period of time should no 
longer occur (QM-20705) 

The indirect function now calculates when you use Recalculate, rather than requiring a Recalculate All 
(QM-22987, F0100084) 

On OS/X, Modeler should no longer crash with Java errors in scenarios involving 
minimizing/maximizing and resizing Modeler windows multiple times while switching users (QM-
22231) 

Activation has been improved in manual and email activation and prevents an exception when an 
invalid activation key is entered (QM-22661, QM-23292) 

Activation pending email confirmation has been improved with a new panel  that is easier to use and 
includes your email, serial number and installation ID (QM-22602) 

System.out.print() and System.out.println() now correctly print to the output console when used in a 
scripted action (QM-22405, F0099315) 

An NPE exception during copy/paste should no longer occur when you use Copy on a canvas in 
interactive mode, select the background of the canvas and click paste (QM-20948) 

The following functions now support dates earlier than 1900/01/01 (QM-22986, F0099926) 

datedif 
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All data operations now use a more efficient method to test the JDBC data connections, so queries 
should no longer appear slow in certain circumstances (QM-22998, SW0027201)    

Data operations (DataLink, Data Import) now include a locale drop down for text data sources so you 
can change the locale to match the format of the data that's being imported (QM-23002) If you 
change the locale selection, the Preview pane will reflect the change to the data format. 

The Scrollable Emulation Driver now supports additional data types such as BIGINT that are commonly 
used by databases (QM-23384) 

Configure Database for MS SQLserver drivers (6.0 and above) now includes Connection Parameters in 
addition to the URL field (QM-23257). Please see Known Issue QM-23380 (below) if you use the MS 
SQLServer driver 6.0 or above, and you will be using a Saved Connection from a prior version of 
Modeler. 

The Configure Dimension option is now present and works correctly when using Generate Items and a 
DataPush with a Primary Key (QM-23264, F0108791) Please see the webhelp rules for Generate 
Items. 

An exception no longer occurs when trying to load an invalid file from the Data Browser's library (QM-
23373) 

DataPush now works correctly when the Primary Key Category's column name has been edited and no 
longer issues an error during the DataPush operation (QM-23359) 

An exception no longer occurs when loading legacy DataNAV models with join tables and linked 
categories QM-23235) 

An exception no longer occurs in certain scenarios when you double-click on shapes on a canvas, and 
text edits are displayed appropriately (QM-22603) 

An exception no longer occurs on a canvas if you use a tiled background image and use Print Preview: 
canvases with tiled backgrounds print correctly, rendering the background image in gray (QM-23181)  

Headers and Footers now respect the regional settings of the operating system (QM-14546) 

Known Issues in Version 19.2.0 

Due to an incompatibility between Java and the Magnet windowing application on OS X, running the 
Quantrix Modeler installer or Quantrix Modeler while the Magnet windowing application is loaded can 
lead to severe performance issues with Quantrix. The workarounds are to turn off Magnet, or to 
"ignore" Quantrix Modeler from within the Magnet application (QM-23291) 

On macOS, users may experience dialog boxes opening behind the dialog from which they were 
invoked, due to an outstanding issue with Java and Corretto JDK (QM-23275)  Click anywhere in the 
window to bring the correct dialog to the front.  
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When All Rows/Append (or History) categories are linked to a non-Data Import matrix and then 
converted to a Data Import Matrix, the categories themselves are updated on any linked Data Import 
Matrices but the data is not updated. The newly converted matrix will have both the items and data. 
Similarly, when All Rows/Append (or History) categories are linked to a non-Data Import matrix and 
you update from a non-Data Import Matrix, the categories themselves are updated but the data is not 
updated. To sync up all data matrices that share a category, you can manually delete the items with 
data from the matrix and then do an update (QM-23294) 

If you use the MS SQLServer driver (Version 6.0 and above) and you will be using a Saved Connection 
from a prior version of Modeler, the connection parameters may be pulled into the wrong fields: the 
connection will work. You can correct the connection parameters and save the connection again to 
rectify this (QM-23380)  

When doing Data Import or DataLink from the clipboard, special characters are not recognized (QM-
23372) 

When printing a canvas in Landscape mode, text on the canvas (item names and text in cells) does 
not print. This is a known issue with the Java version used in Modeler. The workaround is to print the 
canvas in Portrait rather than Landscape mode (QM-23438) 


